DATA BREACHES AND HIPAA

Keeping personal health care information safe in the digital age
If you have ever lost your laptop, you have something in common with one of the most frequent violations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). HIPAA, among other provisions, protects the privacy and security of certain individually identifiable health information considered to be “protected health information,” or PHI. Organizations that have access to, create or transport such information are “covered entities.” Covered entities include hospitals, physicians, health insurance companies and employer group health plans. These covered entities are subject to stringent regulations and requirements related to the privacy and security of PHI. They are only allowed to use PHI in specified ways. Companies that provide services to these covered entities, called “business associates,” are also subject to these requirements. The United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Civil Rights (OCR) is charged with overseeing compliance with and enforcing the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule.

OCR has been very active in auditing and assessing penalties and fines to covered entities and business associates that fail to safeguard PHI. It investigates complaints that have been filed with it and conducts compliance audits to determine if covered entities are in compliance with the HIPAA Privacy and Security rules. As noted in its report of July 31, 2018, since HIPAA’s Privacy and Security rules were first effective in April 2003, OCR has received over 186,450 HIPAA complaints and has initiated over 900 compliance reviews. According to OCR, it has resolved almost 96 percent of these cases.¹

**HIPAA sanctions in 2018**

In 2018, OCR imposed two major HIPAA penalties and won a case before an HHS administrative law judge (ALJ). The three outcomes amount to an estimated $7.9 million in fines. In 2017, OCR imposed 10 penalties totaling $19.4 million, and in 2016, the office instituted actions resulting in 13 penalties totaling $23.5 million.²

On February 1, 2018, OCR announced the first HIPAA settlement of the year, with Fresenius Medical Care North America (FMCNA), a nationwide dialysis provider.³ In this settlement, FMCNA agreed to pay $3.5 million and adopt an extensive corrective action plan to settle potential HIPAA violations based on five data breaches that occurred at separate FMCNA-owned entities over a five-month period in 2012.⁴ These breaches included two desktop computers stolen during a break-in at one company facility, with another three desktops and one laptop stolen from another company location. All of these devices contained PHI not protected by password or encryption. At another FMCNA location, an unencrypted USB drive was stolen from a company employee’s car parked at the company’s work location. A similar theft happened at an employee’s home, where an unencrypted laptop and its computer bag (which contained the employee’s list of passwords) were stolen from the employee’s car. Lastly, a hard drive...
An anonymous tipster alleged that an individual took papers out of an unlocked dumpster and attempted to sell them as recyclable material to a shredding office.

The settlement of $100,000 between OCR and Filefax, Inc. resulted from an OCR audit based on this anonymous tip. The investigation concluded that "Filefax impermissibly disclosed the PHI of 2,150 individuals by leaving the PHI in an unlocked truck in the Filefax parking lot, or by granting permission to an unauthorized person to remove the PHI from Filefax, and leaving the PHI unsecured outside the Filefax facility." Filefax dissolved during the course of the investigation, but the receiver appointed to liquidate the assets of Filefax agreed to pay the $100,000 and properly store and dispose of the remaining medical records in a HIPAA-compliant manner. This is a good reminder that HIPAA responsibility does not end when a company goes out of business. The company must still dispose of or protect the PHI in accordance with HIPAA’s requirements.

Lastly, in June of 2018, an HHS ALJ ruled that MD Anderson Cancer Center violated HIPAA and granted summary judgment to OCR on all issues, requiring MD Anderson to pay $4,383,000 in civil money penalties. In this case, unencrypted laptops and thumb drives were stolen or lost. While MD Anderson’s HIPAA policy required that devices containing ePHI must be encrypted, it was slow to implement its policy, and did not begin mass encryption until 2012, even though its annual risk analysis identified failure to encrypt as a high risk concern. In April of 2012, a laptop was stolen from the home of an MD Anderson employee who had purchased...
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the laptop using the organization’s funds. This employee was “teleworking” and the computer was not encrypted or password protected. Three months later, in July of 2012, another MD Anderson employee lost a USB thumb drive while riding in one of the Center’s shuttle buses. Again, as with the other situations cited, the thumb drive was not encrypted and contained ePHI of more than 2,200 individuals. Then, in November of 2013, a visiting researcher lost an unencrypted thumb drive containing ePHI of about 3,600 patients.10

While stating that HIPAA gives flexibility to covered entities in how to protect their ePHI, the judge held that the protection must be effective. It does not matter whether a laptop or thumb drive is lost or stolen; the violation is the failure to protect ePHI from disclosure, including from theft. The ALJ held that the penalties assessed – $1.5 million per year – were modest given the gravity of MD Anderson’s noncompliance. The takeaway from this case is that, once a strategy for protecting PHI and ePHI is determined, it must be implemented with diligence or the organization risks an OCR audit or investigation and possibly substantial penalties.

Conclusion

The examples cited above reinforce the importance of vigilance regarding a company’s HIPAA policies and procedures. Complacency with the handling of PHI and ePHI can lead a company’s employees to compliance failure. Neglecting to implement passwords or encryption on portable devices, then losing such devices, is just one example of the carelessness that can lead to HIPAA breaches. Companies can protect themselves and their PHI and ePHI by instituting self-audits and providing refresher training to employees to reduce the likelihood of such breaches.
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